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Dictionary/ Library /Mass Media 

1. What are the 5 information that a dictionary gives about a word? 

      Spelling, _____________,_______________,___________,______________   

2. What is the head word?___________________________________________ 

3. Who is the person in charge of the library?____________________________ 

4.  What do you call the table at which books are issued?__________________ 

5.  Fiction books are arranged in  ______________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________.                         

6. Non -fiction books are arranged according to____________________________. 

7. What is the spine of the book? ____________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________. 

8. What is the Title page?____________________________________________. 

9. What information do you find on the Glossary page? 

_________________________________________________________________. 

10. Where are all the titles of books recorded in a library? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

11. Why are reference books not allowed out of the library? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

12. What are periodicals? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Give 3 examples of reference books. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

14.  What do you call the page that has chapters  and page numbers? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Name 2 free- to- air television stations in Fiji.________________________________ 

16. Which is the fastest form of media to be used during disasters?_________________ 

17. Name a newspaper in the vernacular language. _____________________________ 

18. Name 2 daily newspapers._______________________________________________ 

19. Who is the Disk Jockey?________________________________________________ 

20. A ______________ is a person who gathers information, writes news and presents   

         the news in an honest and balanced manner. 
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1. The weight of a truck is 4 ton. 

       1 ton = 1000kg 

(a) What is the weight of the truck in 

kg? 

 

 

(b) If the truck is loaded with another 1 

ton of cargo. What is the total weight 

of the truck and the cargo in kg? 

 

 

  

 

 

 

2.Elena bought 0.2 meters of red dress material and 

1.8 meters of yellow dress material.  

(a) What was the total length of dress material 

bought by Elena?  

 

 

 

(b) If she uses  
4

5
of the total length of cloth bought 

to make a dress, what percentage of the material 

was used?  

 

 

 

 

 

3. Ropate bought a burger for $3.70 and a thick shake for $2.45. How much change will he get if 

he pays with a $10 note?  

4.  

 
 

 

i) Write the coordinates of point A  (      )  and B  (     ) 

ii) Plot point C (-6, -5)    and D (4, -6) 

 

A 

B 
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Short Answers 

1. In what ways could you and your friends support each other as you go through puberty? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is fertilization? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Write 2  disadvantages of getting pregnant at an early age. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why are conflicts good in groups? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What are personal comments? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Think of and name three dishonest practices that can contribute to unhealthy 

relationships._____________________________________________________________ 

Define the following words; 

7.  Trauma_________________________________________________________________ 

8.  Tragedy________________________________________________________________ 

9. Adversity_______________________________________________________________ 

10. Longevity_______________________________________________________________ 

11. Depression_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Paragraph Writing  

“No man is an island”. 

In a paragraph of five or more sentences, describe what this statement means to you. Relate it to 

relationships. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Define the following terms: 

1. Great Depression 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

2.  Migration 

________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

3. Fascism  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Micronesian______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Indigenous_______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Epidemic________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Developing Country 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Democracy______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

9. Arctic 

Circle___________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Greenpeace______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

11. Tropical 

Rainforest_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

12. Equator_________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Meridians of 

Longitude_______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

14. Economic 

Development_____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

15. Pandemic________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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1. An __________can be defined as a characteristic of an organism that makes it suited to 

its environment or its particular way of life. 

2. A _____________ Adaptation is something an animal does - how it acts in response to 

some type of external stimulus. 

3. Some plants, called ____________, store water in their stems or leaves. 

4. _____________  or protective colouration, where organism has the same colour as 

habitat, so it is difficult to detect. 

5. ______________  which feed directly on plants are known as primary consumers. 

6.  ____________  which feed on other animals are known as secondary consumers. 

________________ is the breakdown of dead organic material into smaller particles 

7. Eating different parts or at different times of the same food source. This is usually 

referred to as ____________________________. 

8. A __________ is an organism that eats another organism. The _________ is the organism 

which the predator eats. 

9. ____________  is a non-mutual symbiotic relationship between species, where one 

species, the parasite, benefits at the expense of the other, the host 

10. ______________ is a class of relationships between two organisms where one organism 

benefits from the other without affecting it. 

11. A species that is no longer in existence; that has ended or died.___________ 

12. The apparatus used for distilling water and other solvents is called a __________. 

13. , any solid that turns into a vapor without going through the liquid phase can be said to 

sublime or "sublimate." The process is called _____________. 

14. ____________occurs when a gas becomes a solid without going through the liquid state 

of matter. 

15. A substance made up of two or more different elements chemically joined 

together.____________ 

16. A __________separates a mixture by spinning. 

17. The substances at the beginning of a chemical reaction are called the ___________. 

18. ___________ has mass ( all can be weighed)and occupy space (all have volume). 

19. ____________is a change in global or regional climate patterns. 

 

Adaptation       Climate Change    centrifuge    Deposition       compound 

Extinct          reactants                 commensalism            Parasitism        Behavioural  

 Matter             sublimation            still          Predator   prey        resource partitioning 

Decomposition          Carnivores             Herbivores         Camouflaging          succulents 


